THE PATRIOT REPORT

Blood In the Streets……Again?
With the recent slump in the cryptocurrency market, many have found
themselves selling assets and taking a hit in value in their portfolio. Despite the spread
of FUD and lack of investor confidence, the Patriot Exchange is staying the course.
2022 started off where 2021 ended, with the Patriot Exchange building capital and
turning profits. While Bitcoin and various top altcoins were trending in a negative
direction, PATX set two separate all-time highs both in price and overall transactional
volume. Alongside this, all exchange users that held over 10,000 PATX on their
exchange account received a Patriot AirDrop. While other exchanges charge you
unreasonable fees to use their services while providing lackluster customer service and
support. At the Patriot Exchange we foster a friendly community, provide top-notch
customer service, and treat users like people instead of just another number on a user

list. We do all of this while providing below market fees and promoting our conservative
values.

Patriot AirDrop: Real Passive Income
A common phrase used in financial circles is passive income streams. Passive
income refers to money earned with little or no effort by an individual, whereas active
income requires a significant amount of time and energy by an individual. Passive
income is achieved in various ways and by implementing various methods but in
reference to the cryptosphere, it comes in the form of PoS rewards(Proof of Stake), MN
rewards (Masternodes), and Airdrops. At the Patriot Exchange, exchange users that
hold 10,000 PATX tokens or more received a quarterly airdrop as a reward for
supporting both the tokenomics of the PATX asset and also supporting the Exchange
itself. There is no hold period on the airdrops and users are free to use the tokens in
any fashion they desire.
However, as the value of both the Patriot Exchange and the PATX token goes up,
so does the monetary value of the monthly airdrops. Also, the more PATX you own on
the Patriot Exchange, the more your Airdrop reward (refer to the image below). As an
example, PATX trades for 22 gwei (at the time of this writing) which is roughly 7 cents
USD. So if a user is holding 100k PATX in their exchange wallet, they would receive 250
PATX quarterly (~$18) or 1k PATX (~$70) annually.
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Patriot Exchange Growth
The Patriot Exchange is growing daily in both users and overall trading activity. To aid in
furthering that growth, the team behind the Patriot Exchange are engaging in and implementing
various marketing opportunities to expose the Patriot Exchange brand to new audiences. From
digital marketing campaigns to guest starring in podcasts, the team is doing what they can to
promote growth and integration. Along the same lines, the team has done a few exchange code
updates to beef up security and further optimize the user interface. We understand that having a
top tier product is a must to compete and gain market share and the team tirelessly looks for
ways to make the exchange better. If you would like to help the Patriot Exchange grow, referring
people to sign up goes a long way and helps grow the value of PATX and reach new highs.
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